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cinkova@ufal.mff.cuni.cz
board@czadh.cz
Promote, coordinate, advise, network, represent, and support

• DH methods & tools in research
• DH training & dissemination
  • teaching
  • informing about educational events
  • granting awards
• legal & ethical aspects of DH and data management in Czechia
• production, storage and presentation of scholarly data
Libraries
- National
- Academy of Sciences
- Jan Patočka Archive
- National Film Archive

Schools
- Charles U. (PRG)
- Masaryk U. (Brno)
- Czech Technical U. (PRG)
- Palacký U. (Olomouc)
- Université Paris-Est Créteil Val de Marne

Academy of Sciences
- Czech Language
- Czech Literature
- History
- Art History
- Archaeology
- Philosophy

Arts
- Mathematics and Physics
- Social Sciences

Centre de recherche en histoire europ. comparée
Status, Administration, Communication

• legally registered association
• statutes
• general meeting
• MC elections
• transparent account
• web site
• online member registration
• shared calendar of DH-related events
• twitter account
EADH Membership

• since November 2017
• International cooperation
• Inspiration & contacts
• Small grants EADH

• Ondřej Tichý (CzADH MC) in EADH executive committee
• Silvie Cinková (CzADH MC) running for 2018 EADH EC elections
Distant Reading for European Literary History (COST CA 16204)

• computational methods of literary text analysis across at least 10 European languages
• multilingual European Literary Text Collection (ELTeC)
  • sandbox for text analysis
  • 2,500 novels
  • 10+ languages
• CzADH MC member Silvie Cinková in MC of this COST Action
Czech DH Survey

- Silvie Cinková, Barbora Vidová-Hladká
- approx. 900 DH-related courses
  - multimedia in pedagogy
  - databases
  - experiment design, statistics, data science
  - Cyberculture, Digital Humanities
  - corpus linguistics, quantitative and computational linguistics (NLP)
  - textology, text criticism
  - auxiliary sciences of history
- running and completed DH-related projects
DARIAH CEH - V4 Grant application

- Training Digital Scholars: Knowledge Exchange between V4 and Austria

- Visegrad Fund
Advice and Support

• advice: processing of digital collections - CzADH MC B. Lehečka
  • Department of Music History (CAS, Institute of Ethnology)
  • Library of the Czech National Museum (a collection of picture-story songs)

• letters of support for 2 grant applications
October 2017, Institute of Ethnology - workshop on current DH/musicology projects
Digital Humanities and Literary Scholarship

Round table at the Institute of Czech Literature of the CAS, November 2017
Contact

Site: Jilská 236/3, Staré Město, 110 00 Praha 1
http://www.czadh.cz, e-mail: board@czadh.cz
Constituting meeting June 29, 2017, 30 members

Executive Committee
Radim Hladík (chair)
Boris Lehečka (vice-chair)
Silvie Cinková
Dana Léwová
Ondřej Tichý (EADH EC member)

Audit Committee
Jan Škvrňák
Zdenko Vozár
Vojtěch Kaše